The concept of spacetime has long been used in physics to refer to models that integrate 3D space and time as a single 4D continuum. We argue in this paper that it is also advantageous to use this concept in a practical geographic context by realizing a true 4D model, where time is modeled and implemented as a dimension in the same manner as the three spatial dimensions. Within this paper we focus on 4D vector objects, which can be implemented using dimension-independent data structures such as generalized maps. A 4D vector model allows us to create and manipulate models with actual 4D objects and the topological relationships connecting them, all of which have a geometric interpretation and can be constructed, modified, and queried. In this paper we discuss where such a 4D model fits with respect to other spatiotemporal modeling approaches, and we show concretely how higher-dimensional modeling can be used to represent such 4D objects and topological relationships. In addition, we explain how the 4D objects in such a system can be created and manipulated using a small set of implementable operations, which use simple 3D space and 1D time inputs for intuitiveness and which modify the underlying 4D model indirectly.
Introduction
Space and time have long been considered to be interlinked [4] . Various mathematical models of reality are based on the concept of spacetime-usually a four-dimensional continuum that combines three spatial dimensions and one temporal dimension. Such integrated spacetime models are not only used in physics to describe our reality abstractly, but as we argue in this paper, they can also be directly used to create concrete computer representations for the description of geographic phenomena.
In fact, despite very important conceptual differences between time and space [80] , we believe that models in which they are integrated often have clear advantages for modeling time, and that is true from both theoretical and practical standpoints. Space and time are already similar as far as a computer is concerned: they are naturally parametrized into sets of coordinates, and they can both be decomposed into discrete geometric components (e. g., points, lines, and polygons in space, and moments and intervals of time) and topological components (e. g., relations of incidence, adjacency, and connectivity in space; and relations for causation and events that occur immediately before and after each other in time [6, 38] ). These discrete components can themselves be easily converted into a computer representation, as they are respectively translated into instances of database tuples or various data structures, and into the links connecting them. In the context of geographic information standards, this twin relation is expressed in ISO 19107 [56] and ISO 19108 [57] , which respectively define analogous modeling definitions, concepts, classes, and relations for geographic phenomena in space and in time.
However, despite the clear similarities between space and time, as discussed in Section 2.1 most spatiotemporal modeling approaches opt to model space and time differently and separately. In most cases, this separate strategy involves relatively independent spacecentric and/or time-centric models that capture specific regions at various times, a heavy use of timestamps, a description of various events, and links between corresponding or related objects across separate models. These models make it possible to represent space and time, but there is often information that is difficult to store, such as the state of a region between two separate timestamped models, the equivalences between the related objects at different times, or the topological changes that occur in these objects. In addition, applying complex queries in these models is often cumbersome or highly inefficient, such as for connectivity and topological queries across time.
Rather than following this type of separate approach to spatiotemporal modeling, we believe that for certain applications there are significant advantages in integrating 3D space and time into a single true 4D model populated by up-to-4D objects. This means that 3D objects existing along a span of time are not only conceptually 4D, but are modeled as actual 4D objects with 4D geometries and 4D topological relationships (that is, topological relationships between geometric primitives of dimensions of up to four). While lower-dimensional objects embedded in 4D (e. g., trajectories and point clouds) can be also stored and analyzed natively using this method, it is a rather inefficient way to do so. This manuscript thus focuses on the higher-dimensional modeling of 4D spatiotemporal vector objects.
By following this approach, it is possible to store the state of every object of every dimension at all times, as well as to handle and store the geometry and topology of the model in an explicit, generic, and unified manner [10] . Even complex situations where objects move and change shape simultaneously can be handled correctly, equivalences between objects are always explicitly stored, and attributes can be attached to all geometries of any dimension and all the topological relationships between them. This makes it possible to query, for instance: whether two objects were ever connected; which was the best possible path in a model at any given previous point in time; or to perform checks on a model using simple 4D constraints, such as safety checks that ensure that a structural element in a construction model is put in place after those that it depends on.
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As background for the rest of the paper, we first present in Section 2.2 the concept of time as a dimension and how it has been reflected into some spatiotemporal models and applications. Section 2.3 then contains a summary of n-dimensional cell complexes, which provide the concepts and the terminology that is used afterwards when referring to 4D spatiotemporal objects. Afterwards, Section 2.4 describes some of the spatiotemporal operations that have been proposed by different authors and a few of their notable applications.
Then, we present the two core topics of this paper: (i) how higher-dimensional modeling can be used to model 4D space and time as a true 4D model consisting of up-to-4D vector objects in Section 3, and (ii) how these objects can be manipulated in practice using a small set of operations in Section 4.
Higher-dimensional models and the operations on them can certainly be complex, but by presenting these two aspects, we hope to show that they can nevertheless remain intuitive and implementable. Moreover, we show how users can easily model and manipulate 4D spacetime objects indirectly by performing relatively simple operations on the different dimensions independently, such as by manipulating sets of 3D objects in standard 3D modeling software or temporal intervals directly passed as parameters. This approach makes it possible to keep the expressive power of a 4D model but it obviates the need for a user to manipulate the primitives in the 4D model directly-a complex and highly error-prone operation. Finally, we finish with some conclusions and a short discussion in Section 5.
Related work

Spatiotemporal models with distinct space and time modeling
There are a great number of different spatiotemporal models that have been developed over the years. However, upon closer inspection most of them are variations on a few general approaches, and many of them are based on extensions of the existing spatial models available in commercial GIS.
We therefore summarize here the main approaches we have found together with their earliest known usage (to us) and some other prominent examples. For a thorough review of spatiotemporal models see Al-Taha et al. [5] , Peuquet [81] , or Pelekis et al. [78] .
It should be noticed that, as mentioned in the Introduction, we focus in this paper on the modeling, storage, and analysis of objects that have a volume in 3D. When these objects exist along an interval of time and are embedded in 4D, they generally become fourdimensional objects. We do not restrict ourselves to space partitioning, and cases such as that on Figure 1 (b) are allowed. This implies that models to manage lower-dimensional objects, such as trajectories and point clouds, are not further discussed in this section. Trajectories are, in most cases, lines that are embedded in 4D, and each point in a temporal point clouds is similarly a point embedded in 4D. While these can in theory be stored and analyzed using the method we present in this paper, it is not efficient to do so. For trajectories, the reader is referred to tailored solutions, e. g., Gudmundsson et al. [47] and Horne et al. [53] . We also ignore explicitly dynamic field representations stored with grids since these are better stored with nD grids [70, 76, 103] . However, if a field is modeled with vectorbased methods, e. g., with a 3D triangulation [63] or with a Voronoi diagram [65] , then the method we present in this paper can be directly applied since each 3D object become a 4D object and a subdivision of the 4D space is modeled.
Snapshot model
The earliest mechanism to model time was rather trivial: time was simulated by showing a series of separate snapshots, where each snapshot is a representation of a certain region at a certain time [9] . With this model, every layer has a date associated with it and every object on this layer is considered static until the time of the next snapshot. It has many problems, often caused by the fact that objects are often represented multiple times across several layers, which causes data redundancy, possible data inconsistencies between layers (e. g., due to edits in a snapshot that are not propagated onto others), and slow queries due to the fragmentation of objects across layers. It is also impossible to know exactly when a change occurred, as it could have happened at any time between those of the two layers surrounding the event.
Timestamps per static object To solve these problems, other models often attach timestamps on individual objects rather than on entire layers, allowing for more fine-grained control without requiring separate layers for every span of time during which all objects are static. The objects involved might be of any dimension (e. g., polylines as in the US Historical Boundary File [18] ) or polygons in a cadastral database [55] . The objects are therefore attached with a pair of timestamps, which demarcate the start and end of the period during which they existed as is represented. Objects that change in time must thus be stored as multiple representations of 2D [9] or 3D [51] structures-one for each period of time in which they did not change. Timestamps per object are usually much more efficient than those per layer in terms of storage, but they are also not very powerful: the model still does not contain explicit events, and the topological relationships between the objects vary in time and are thus hard to store explicitly. For instance, in order to answer a query in which complex topological relationships are necessary, one must often perform the query in multiple steps or reconstruct the complete state of the region at a given time. Queries in spacetime can also be very slow (e. g., finding when and where were two objects connected).
There have been related models that partially solve these problems. For instance, Gold et al. [46] and Van Oosterom [101] both allow updating the topology in an incremental manner. Representing continuous changes is thus possible with these models: local updates are performed as soon as an event occurs, and it is possible to rebuild every topological state of a map since all the operations are reversible. Another improvement is to reduce space usage by storing differential changes only [62] , specifying the areas that are added to or removed from an object at a given time. Finally, a common optimization is keeping certain important snapshots explicitly (e. g., the current state of the map), which can greatly improve the response time of common queries.
Space-time composites
In the space-time composite model, objects are first split into homogeneous regions that share the same history, similar to how overlapping objects are often handled in topological GIS models by computing map overlays [30, 93] . Rather than the snapshot or timestamped object approaches where objects are split temporally into time spans with no change, space-time composites thus split objects spatially into regions with the exact same history (e. g., belonging to a given sequence of objects during specific timeframes). This model was first fully described in Chrisman [24] based on earlier work in Peucker and Chrisman [79] . The approach is more flexible than the snapshot model, as it allows for the explicit storage of the history of every object and the topology between the objects. However, on datasets with long and complex object histories, as well as on those www.josis.org that are generated independently at each time, objects can become extremely fragmented, slowing down many operations. For instance, updating the attributes of an object might involve updating all the regions that the object is split into.
Event-based models Other models use events as principal entities, i. e., points in time where objects change, such as by keeping a list of changes per object [80, 105] . For instance, Peuquet and Duan [82] maintain a main structure consisting of a list of events with their corresponding changes and a base map (to which these changes are applied). Unlike other models, this makes it possible to know when events exactly occurred, and to identify and attach attributes to individual changes and events (e. g., what an event represents or why it occurred). In the history graph model [89] , different types of events are supported. Among other things, this makes it possible to model continuously changing events by specifying how data should be interpreted between events (e. g., interpolating certain values in a certain manner). A problem with event-based models is that spatial objects can often only be accessed through their related events, causing many queries to first require expensive searches in order to find objects within each event (e. g., finding the objects within a region, or finding the time spans in which a given object existed).
Separate models for space and time A different option is to keep track of both space and time but to do so independently, thus creating separate spatial and temporal objects and linking them appropriately. So-called three-domain models are based on this concept, the third domain being semantics. Examples include Yuan [110] and Claramunt and Théri-ault [26] . In another example, Van Oosterom [101] uses an identifier consisting of both a region identifier and a timestamp to index spatiotemporal objects.
Conceptual models
There are also some more generic spatiotemporal models described at a more conceptual level [97] , which are usually only partially specified and thus do not fit neatly in any other category. These models might not offer a complete solution, but they can be further specified and adapted to suit specific applications. For instance, Tryfona and Jensen [99] describe the space-time entity-relationship model, which is based on the entity-relationship model [23] common in database modeling. Claramunt et al. [25] discuss an object-relational model that is specifically tailored to model change, while Parent et al. [77] describe a similar one based on geometry-changing processes. Price et al. [85] describe an extension of UML where class attributes can be marked as spatial, temporal or spatiotemporal.
Object-oriented models In contrast to the flat hierarchies of the models above, most newer spatiotemporal models are instead object-oriented, using distinct spatial, temporal, and spatiotemporal classes which are then connected by various relationships, such as topological relationships, locations, events, and processes. These models are notably different from others because their entities are usually classes with their own complex internal structures, as opposed to earlier models in which they were simpler static data types. They thus incorporate object-oriented programming features such as composition, polymorphism, delegation, and inheritance. For instance, an early spatiotemporal model based on spatiotemporal objects using the IFO database model [1] is proposed in Worboys et al. [109] , another one based on a similar concept in Renolen [90] , a model based on spatiotemporal simplexes as primitives in Worboys [108] , and one based on distinct objects and events in Wachowicz and Healy [104] .
Time as a dimension
Space in 2D and 3D GIS is usually considered and modeled in a manner resembling a true dimension. Some notable exceptions are 2.5D data, extruded blocks and some forms of boundary representation. However, time, as seen above, is usually treated as a simpler attribute instead. This means that while spatiotemporal objects can usually support complex geometries representing their shape, their temporal characteristics are often abstracted down to one or two values, which is geometrically equivalent to a single point or interval along the time dimension. Among other drawbacks, such a simplification limits the storage of more complex and non-static configurations, such as objects that exist along multiple periods of time, or objects that move or change their shape. It also makes it difficult to perform queries involving both space and time (such as the examples in the introduction) as all the different versions of a dataset must be reconstructed.
In order to allow for more complex (and arbitrary) configurations, it is instead possible to model time as something closer to a true dimension. By following a similar approach to how 2D/3D space is modeled, arbitrary geometries along a 1D time axis can be represented (e. g., by an arbitrary point set in R), and by extension, arbitrary combinations of 1D time geometries and 2D/3D space geometries can be represented as well. In fact, the concept of time as a dimension to be combined with the spatial dimensions is an established one with proven applications. As Couclelis [28] states, time has historically been linked to space and often considered as another dimension, and the 4D spatiotemporal manifold known as the Minkowski space [75] is used in the description of special relativity in mathematics and physics.
In the specific context of geographic information standards, ISO 19108, which covers the modeling of geographic phenomena in time, also points in this direction, stating that "time is a dimension analogous to any of the spatial dimensions" [57] . More importantly, the concepts, classes, and relationships embedded in the standard are essentially analogues of the widely implemented ISO 19107 [56] , which is concerned with the description of geographic phenomena in space.
A representation where time is modeled as one more spatial dimension has been moreover used in several geographic applications, although mostly limited to 2D space and time [48] . For instance, Hornsby and Egenhofer [54] model the set of possible locations that an individual could visit as a geospatial lifeline-a polyline or a succession of conjoined cones in 2D space+time. Among several applications, models that consider time as a dimension have been used to analyze paths [49] , to detect and describe patterns [8] , to analyze motion in computer vision [21] , to analyze animal movements and habitat use [36] , to visualize geographic information [2, 3, 60] and to visually analyze it [7] . Alternatively, Ligozat [68] parametrizes temporal intervals into two dimensions, generating triangular regions of the plane which can be interpolated, analyzed, segmented or visualized [87] , as well as generalized into different levels of detail [100] . 3D+time systems have also been frequently proposed [40, 44] , albeit this distinction usually remains only at a conceptual level and is not reflected into most implementations. It has however been described in detail in a GIS context by Pigot and Hazelton [83] , but they have to our knowledge not attempted www.josis.org to implement it. In GIS and other fields, a 2D space+time representation is often called a space-time cube.
n-dimensional cell complexes and their computer representation
In order to describe the higher-dimensional modeling approach that we apply to 3D space and time, we use in this paper the basic concepts and notation behind cell complexes. Intuitively, an n-dimensional cell complex is a structure made of connected cells of dimensions from zero up to n, where and an i-cell and a j-cell, i = j, are said to be incident if either is a face of the other. A facet of a polyhedron is thus one of the polygons on its boundary, and a ridge of the polyhedron is one of the line segments on its boundary. See Hatcher [52] for a more rigorous definition of a cell complex based on induction.
Various surveys describe the data structures that can be used to represent n-dimensional cell complexes [14, 27] . Possible data structures include incidence graphs [71, 93, 96] , Nef polyhedra [20] , and ordered topological models [22, 66] . n-dimensional generalized maps [29, 66] -a type of ordered topological model-were used for the examples shown here, as they are able to represent a wide variety of models and can elegantly handle attributes for the cells of every dimension. In short, generalized maps model objects of any dimension by performing an abstract simplicial decomposition of the objects. Unlike in a geometric simplicial decomposition (i. e., an n-dimensional constrained triangulation [95] ), the simplices do not correspond to a specific region of the object and they do not require any geometric operation in order to create them. There are various ways in which such an abstract simplicial decomposition can be performed, but for the purposes of this paper, it is similar to a barycentric triangulation of an object ( Figure 2 ). In the 4D case, every such 4-simplex represents a unique quintuple of a vertex, an edge, a face, a volume and a 4-cell, all of which are incident to each other. See Damiand and Lienhardt [29] for more details.
Construction of spatiotemporal models and the operations on them
The basic operations on spatiotemporal models are usually data queries involving a combination of space and time. In fact, Langran [61] already showed that GIS queries always have time as a component, either implicitly (e. g., "now") or explicitly. Such queries can return both spatial objects (e. g., "where does change occur?") and temporal attributes (e. g., "when did change occur?"). However, note that for our purpose there is no such distinction-both kinds of queries would return point sets in R 4 . More concretely, queries are directly based on the formal logics that define the possible relationships between spatiotemporal objects. Regarding purely spatial relationships, the typical GIS approach usually reduces them to a combination of set membership, adjacency, and incidence on a planar partition. In fact, the most common schemes for topology in a GIS are implemented solely on inspecting which objects are in a set [39, 48, 107] . These can be very intuitive, as they often have direct correspondences to natural language equivalents (e. g., "inside," "touches," "equals," etc.) [37] . More complex relationships can also be expressed, such as those that occur between objects that are nested in each other.
Regarding purely temporal relationships, Allen and Ferguson [6] present the most common temporal interval logic framework used in GIS. It can be used to express relations such as: before/after, meets/met by, overlaps/overlapped by, starts/started by, durwww.josis.org ing/contains, and finishes/finished by. More complex propositions can then be assembled using propositional logic to combine multiple relations on one, some or all the objects in a dataset.
Worboys [106] describes some of these theories of logic applied to joint spatial and temporal relationships, including tense and temporal logics (propositional logics incorporating time) [86] , situation calculus (finite state machines based on situations as states and actions as transitions) [72] , event calculus (a form of predicate logic with events that occur, continue, are initiated and are terminated) [59] , and interval temporal logic (operations on intervals and accompanying names for them) [6] . Erwig et al. [40] presents a concrete scheme of spatiotemporal queries as combinations of spatial and temporal queries, and Erwig and Schneider [41] describes a series of 2D space+time predicates analogous to predicates in 3D space. Hallot and Billen [50] present a set of 25 point-point spatiotemporal relationships that are projected to lines in a primitive space.
Peuquet [80] discusses a more direct approach, in which the spatiotemporal relationships that are stored in a computer system essentially serve as operations that are used for querying spatiotemporal datasets. She describes some of these queries, dividing them into queries about changes in spatial objects, about changes in the spatial distribution of spatial objects, and about temporal relationships between multiple geographic phenomena.
Jiang and Worboys [58] present a tree-based representation that describes a topological model for nested objects and how it changes according to various spatiotemporal events. Such changes reflect for instance the addition of a new nested object, the enveloping of an object by another, or the splitting of an object so as to remove one of its holes.
Various other spatiotemporal operations are described based on space-time cube models [49] . For instance, within a visualization context, Bach et al. [16] provides a comprehensive review of the operations that can be applied. Bach et al. [17] describes a framework where various visualization operations are described as geometric operations on a space-time cube. Miller [74] describes how accessibility-related concepts in a space-time cube can be modeled and manipulated. Demšar et al. [31] presents a method to visually analyze the density of aggregated trajectories using a volumetric representation. Demšar and Çöltekin [32] quantify the interactions between eye and mouse movements also using trajectories on a space-time cube.
Le [64] presents a method to construct spatiotemporal datasets based on interpolating 3D models at different times. It uses a combination of interactive user input (control points) and automated solving of morphing equations. Theodoridis et al. [98] describe a method to construct synthetic spatiotemporal datasets of points and modeled according to specific spatial distributions and temporal evolutions. Renolen [91] presents methods for the generalization and data reduction of spatiotemporal datasets.
Higher-dimensional modeling
The concept behind higher-dimensional modeling is to represent any number of parameterizable characteristics related to geographic information (e. g., two or three spatial dimensions, time, and scale) as dimensions that are modeled identically and geometrically [10] . In this manner, real-world 0D-3D entities are modeled as higher-dimensional objects embedded in higher-dimensional space, which are consequently stored using various higherdimensional data structures [14] .
Using this approach, an object is usually modeled in a higher dimension than its realworld counterpart when it exists along one or more intervals along the non-spatial dimensions. If it only exists at a finite number of points along these dimensions (e. g., a moment in time), the model is of the same dimension as the real-world object although it might be composed of multiple disconnected components.
The fundamentals of higher-dimensional modeling are well grounded in long-standing mathematical theories. Descartes [33] already laid the foundation for nD geometry by putting coordinates to space, allowing the numerical description of geometric primitives and the use of algebraic methods on them, theories of nD geometry were developed by Riemann [92] among others, and Poincaré [84] developed algebraic topology with a dimension-independent formulation from the start, stating that even if nD objects could not be [then] represented, they do have a precise topological definition, and consequently properties that can be studied.
The higher-dimensional modeling approach opens the door to new practical possibilities as well. From an application point of view, topological relationships between 4D objects provide insights that those between timestamped 3D objects often do not [11] , such as the equivalences between multiple representations of the same 3D object and the changing topology of an object or its connectivity to others through time. Also, McKenzie et al. [73] contend that weather and groundwater phenomena cannot be adequately studied in less than four dimensions, and Van Oosterom and Stoter [102] argue that the integration of space, time, and scale into a 5D model for GIS can be used to ease data maintenance and improve consistency, as algorithms could detect if the 5D representation of an object is self-consistent and its different representations at different scales do not conflict with other objects in spacetime.
It is important to note that this higher-dimensional modeling approach bears no relation to the most common usage of 4D, 5D, 6D, . . . , nD GIS/BIM in both GIS product descriptions and the scientific literature. There, such terms are generally used to refer to any kind of support for the storage of time information, costs, project life cycles, or any other kind of non-spatial information. In most cases, this information is simply stored as a tuple of attributes that are appended to 2D/3D objects (e. g., timestamps), or as external structures that are not linked to any objects with a geometric description (e. g., IFC scheduling information or the time series of 2D/3D objects in most software). If one were to interpret these objects geometrically, they would result in one or more 2D/3D objects embedded in higherdimensional space, and not in higher-dimensional objects embedded in higher-dimensional space. It is thus that we refer to our four-dimensional modeling approach with actual 4D objects as a true 4D model. However, it is worth noting that real strides towards higher-dimensional GIS have been made in various forms, including the fundamental aspects described in Section 2. In addition, research in multidimensional GIS aims at the integrated storage and analysis of heterogeneous objects of different dimensions [45, 88] , usually limited to 0D-3D objects but sometimes (conceptually) extended to higher dimensions.
Applying higher-dimensional modeling to 3D space and time
Higher-dimensional modeling can be directly applied to 3D space and time without particular concern for the specific ways in which space and time differ. Since 3D Euclidean space (R 3 ) is generally used to model physical 3D space and 1D Euclidean space (R) is similarly www.josis.org used to model time, it follows that 4D Euclidean space (R 4 ) serves as an adequate base for a 4D model integrating 3D space and time. Even non-linear models of time can be usually parameterized in a way that is mapped easily to R with the help of added attributes, such as is done in implementations of various types of calendars based on the time elapsed from an epoch (e. g., Unix time).
We can thus easily define a 4D coordinate system comprised by three spatial axes x, y and z and one temporal axis t, such that a point in 4D space can be described by a tuple of coordinates of the form (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 , t 0 ). While the order of the spatial and temporal dimensions is not important, time is generally appended at the end as the fourth dimension by convention and is thus done here as well.
What 3D space+time as 4D space looks like
In order to understand what a 3D space+time setting modeled as 4D space looks like, it is easier to first consider a case with a 2D space plane xy where time t is added as a third dimension. This is related to the previously mentioned space-time cube models and analysis as used in GIS [49] . In this configuration, a set of 2D objects, each of which exists for one or more intervals of time, is thus represented as a set of volumes. An i-cell that exists along an interval of time is thus modeled as an (i + 1)-cell. Figure 3 shows how this works using the example of the cubical cells family from dimension zero up to four.
Consider the example in Figure 4 . Starting from a 2D configuration with three footprints that are each associated with a non-zero length interval of time of the form [t start , t end ], a 3D representation of the same footprints can be created by extruding each footprint along the time dimension.
In this 2D space+time representation, at any one moment in time (i. e., a horizontal plane slicing the 3D model perpendicularly to the 2D space plane xy), a polygon is still represented as a polygon but one that is embedded in 3D space, parallel to the 2D space plane xy and orthogonal to the time axis t. As each of these objects remains static during a time period, they are modeled as prisms in 3D, with two identical bases that are parallel to the 2D space plane xy and all other faces being orthogonal to it. As shown in Figure 5 , moving objects can be modeled by related simple shapes, such as antiprisms, twisted prisms, parallelepipeds, frustums, wedges, and pyramids, among other shapes [15] . . Thus, the buildings were separate at t = t 0 , were then connected by the corridor at t = t 1 , then became disconnected again when the corridor was removed at time t 2 . This configuration remains unchanged until time t = t 3 . The times t 0 , t 1 , t 2 and t 3 are shown as points along the line representing the front right corner of the connecting corridor.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 5 : Moving and morphing objects in time can be represented by simple shapes that are related to prisms, such as: (a) parallelepipeds for translating objects, (b) twisted prisms for rotating objects, and (c) frustums for scaling objects.
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Since many kinds of features in geographic information are represented as planar partitions of polygons, and when considered in time these usually do not overlap spatially or temporally, their resulting 2D space+time representations form 3D space partitions. Such 2D+time representations effectively represent the state of the 2D partition at any point in time. Moreover, their topological relationships in 3D space encode all those contained in 2D space and those in 1D time. For instance, adjacency, and incidence in 2D space are still respectively adjacency and incidence along the first two dimensions, and adjacency and incidence in time are represented by those relationships along the third dimension.
Another interesting aspect to consider is the meaning of a simply connected object in this kind of representation. Starting from a single time interval, which is represented by a simply connected segment of a 1D line, and an area without holes, which is represented by a simply connected region of the plane, a 2D region without holes that has existed for an interval of time is also a simply connected volume in 2D+time. However, not all simply connected volumes in 2D+time represent 2D regions without holes. If a region has a hole during only part of the time interval, it creates a cavity (i. e., a 3D volumetric hole), which in a 3D volumetric representation is still simply connected. However, we should point out that in a true 4D model, simply connected 4D models do not necessarily result in simply connected 3D cross-sections at any given time.
Based on the examples described above, the 4D case is very similar and can be understood by analogy. In 4D, a set of polyhedra in time can be represented as a set of polychora. As a simple example, we can start from a geometrically equivalent configuration as Figure 4(b) , but which is now representing 3D space xyz rather than 2D space+time xyt. The former corridor footprint now therefore represents a volumetric elevated corridor connecting the second floors of the two buildings. Figure 6 shows this example using the 3D space+time configuration modeled as 4D space xyzt by similarly assigning an interval of time during which each represented volume exists. This is done by assuming that the building is constructed from the bottom floors and upwards in three equal increments (i. e., [ 3 ]. The 4D model in this figure and the ones which follow are shown using a perspective projection from 4D to 3D, after which we apply another perspective projection down to 2D.
Intuitively, this 4D to 3D projection results in a view where the objects that are farther away are shrunk or scaled inwards, much like the 3D to 2D perspective projection used in most realistic renderings of 3D models and the figures of 3D objects presented in this paper. In short, in order to apply the 4D to 3D perspective projection, we first define a viewpoint with 4D coordinates-which is set as the origin of a new 4D coordinate system-and a viewing direction as a 4D vector-which goes from the viewpoint towards the centroid of the 4D object and is set as the fourth axis of the system. The other axes can be set arbitrarily but must be orthogonal to each other, so we initialize them arbitrarily to z and t, and then use a 4D cross product to ensure that they become orthogonal to each other. The final result is then obtained by taking the coordinates of each point in the first three axes and scaling them inwards using the coordinates of each point in the fourth axis (which acts as a measure of the distance from the viewpoint to each point, i. e., the depth). See Arroyo Ohori [10] for more details.
At any one moment in time a polyhedron is still represented as a polyhedron but one that is embedded in 4D space. As the volumes in this example are not moving or changing www.josis.org shape, they take the form of prismatic polychora, which are analogous to prisms in 3D and are bounded by identical polyhedral bases whose bounding faces are connected by polyhedral sides. Like in the 2D+time case, if a set of represented polyhedra form a 3D space partition, the polychora in 3D+time also form a 4D space partition, which describes the state of the polyhedra at any point in time. The topological relationships of adjacency and incidence in 3D+time also represent their analogues in 3D.
Finally, a simply connected object in this kind of 4D representation is similar to the example presented before. If a simply connected volume exists along a single time interval, it can also be represented by a simply connected 4-cell.
Spatiotemporal concepts in a higher-dimensional model
Higher-dimensional models integrating space and time are substantially different from most other types of models presented in Section 2.1. Unlike in other models, where usually only the spatial entities in the model have a natively geometric representation and the temporal and spatiotemporal entities were treated as attributes or as abstract links between other classes, all of the primitives in a higher-dimensional model are spatiotemporal and essentially geometric in nature. In fact, the spatiotemporal primitives and the object equivalences across time in an integrated model directly correspond to point sets in R 4 , and are thus describable as equations or as specific cell complexes. Notably, these cell complexes can be created, manipulated, and labeled with attributes like all other geometric primitives.
However, most existing spatiotemporal concepts do have clear equivalences in a higherdimensional model of space and time. Hereafter we therefore map some of the best known spatiotemporal concepts into their geometric equivalents in a higher-dimensional integrated model. Nonetheless, it is good to bear in mind that terminology in different spatiotemporal models differs [106] , and so these equivalences might also differ depending on the specific model.
A moment or instant t 0 corresponds to a hyperplane obtained by an equation of the form t = t 0 , where t 0 is a point along the time axis t. Such a hyperplane is thus orthogonal to the time axis t. The hyperplane along all other axes is unbounded and covers the extent (−∞, ∞). Because of this, in terms of an implementation, it is likely easier to store such a hyperplane as a single coordinate along the time dimension. Based on the previous definition, a snapshot at a moment t 0 is a 3D cell complex obtained by computing a pointset intersection of the 4D cell complex representing the entirety of the 4D model and the hyperplane defined by the moment t 0 .
A A location is a subset of 4D space whose dimension is that of the region that it describes in 3D space plus one. A point in 3D space is thus represented by an infinite line stretching along the time dimension with an extent (−∞, ∞) and the same xyz coordinates as in 3D space. Similarly, a curve thus becomes a subset of an unbounded surface, a surface becomes a subset of an unbounded volume, and a volume becomes a subset of an unbounded 4D subspace.
A 3D spatial object or spatially referenced object is a 4D cell complex that extends along the time dimension from the creation of the object to its destruction. The geometry of the 3D object at a given time can be obtained by selecting its 4D analogue in the model and computing a point set intersection with a hyperplane defining the moment in time at which the object should be extracted.
An event or process, interpreted as a point or interval in time that is paired with change in a set of spatial objects or in their attributes, is defined as a cell complex of dimension up to three whose characteristics depend on the kind of event that is being depicted. Admittedly, such a definition is rather vague, but this reflects the great variety among the types of events that can be described. For instance, when such an event describes a change in a 3D object, it can form:
• a 3D cell complex on the common boundary between two or more sets of 4D cell complexes which are modified by the event (in terms of geometry, topology, attributes or the semantics that are implied by being on a certain side of the event); or • a 3D cell complex on the boundary of one or more 4D cell complexes that are created or modified at the time of the event.
An event might be stored explicitly by marking its corresponding cells as such and attaching them with appropriate semantics about the event. However, much like in other spatiotemporal models, it is also possible to not store all events explicitly and instead deduce certain events from the geometry of the 4D cell complex. For instance, when two 4-cells are adjacent and a significant part of their common bounding volume(s) lie on a hyperplane defined by a moment in time, they are very likely to have been affected (created, destroyed, or have their geometry changed) by an event at that time. In a slightly more complex example, when two 4-cells are not adjacent but nevertheless have some common bounding vertices, edges or faces, they are also likely to have been affected by an event at their common boundary even if their common bounding cells do not lie on a single hyperplane.
In many instances, such 3D cell complexes lie on a hyperplane representing a moment in time, and so the term event seems like a better fit. However, unlike in most spatiotemporal models, there is no reason to limit processes to a single point or interval in time. Processes therefore can comprise a complex series of geometric, topological, and attribute changes occurring in different regions in space and along one or more time points or intervals, and such processes can also be represented implicitly or explicitly.
Defining useful 4D operations
As shown in Figure 6 , even a simple 4D model has a large number of 0-, 1-and 2-cells which visually overlap in any projection down to 2D and 3D, making them difficult to manipulate interactively. Moreover, the 3-and 4-cells in the model are also not appropriate for direct editing as they are rather complex and their bounding facets also obscure each other. Arbitrarily manipulating a 4D model through its up-to-4D primitives and their underlying data structures is thus undoubtedly difficult-not least because of our lack of intuitive understanding of the model's geometry in dimensions higher than three [43] .
However, while defining and using operations based on 0D-4D primitives as input can be quite difficult, for the case of 3D space and time, these kind of operations are not strictly www.josis.org necessary. The basic manipulation of the model can in fact be performed using a set of cognitively simple operations. This is because many relatively complex 4D spacetime operations in the context of geographic information can be decomposed into separate simpler operations on the three spatial dimensions and on the temporal dimension.
As an example, modeling a moving 3D object can be decomposed into a few easy steps: (i) the 3D object is modeled in standard 3D modeling software, oriented, and placed in its starting location, and exported; (ii) the object is imported into the 4D model at the starting time of the motion (Section 4.1); (iii) the object is selected based on an ID (Section 4.2); (iv) the selection is extruded into a 4D prismatic polychoron up to the end time of the motion (4.3); (v) the 3D base of the extruded object at the end time is selected, which can be accomplished by finding the facet with all vertices using the end time as a fourth coordinate (Section 4.2); and (vi) the base is moved to its final position and orientation in 3D space using a transformation (Section 4.7) .
Much like the sequence of operations mentioned above, we propose a scheme where users manipulate 4D models indirectly through operations that either:
• use up-to-4D primitives as input but are already in the system and are conceptually very simple, or • are more complex but use independent inputs of up-to-3D primitives in 3D space and up-to-1D primitives in time.
The primitives in 3D space can be modeled in standard 3D modeling software, while the simpler 1D temporal primitives, which are intervals or points, can be passed directly to the software. The operations can then be defined and implemented so that they create and manipulate the underlying 4D data structures of the 4D model.
While the number of such operations needed to accommodate all current use cases in 3D GIS and spatiotemporal modeling software as single operations is certainly very large, we have attempted to define a small set of useful 4D operations that can be combined intuitively, can be implemented with relative ease and cover the most common use cases. Many of these correspond directly to typical operations in 2D and 3D geometric modeling [69] and computer graphics [94] , including insertion, selection, deletion, and export functions. In addition, we propose using extrusion to convert existing up-to-3D data into up-to-4D data. Finally, we describe a few manipulation operations that change the geometry of a 4D model: generating new snapshots, splitting, and merging geometries, and applying geometric transformations to certain cells in the model. These operations are described briefly below.
Insert 3D model at a given time
The basic insertion operation in a true 4D model should be able to import existing 3D models into the 4D model. For this, the insertion operation takes a set of 0D-3D cells (i. e., a 3D model possibly containing dangling faces, edges, and vertices) and a moment in time (i. e., a point along the temporal dimension or a single timestamp) as input, and importing all the 0-, 1-, 2-and 3-cells in the model at this moment by re-embedding every cell from R 3 to RFor instance, considering a model with a 4D space partition as a base, it might be necessary to perform a topological reconstruction of the model [12, 35] with a given tolerance threshold or to compute point set intersections between cells. In this manner, lowerdimensional cells that cause other higher-dimensional cells to split (e. g., vertices that fall within an edge) are properly embedded into the same combinatorial structure. Intersecting cells can be similarly split at their common faces.
The attributes of the imported cells can then be individually added to or merged with those of existing cells. For instance, for most dimension-independent data structures, it might be desirable to check that every i-cell, i > 0, is properly bounded by a set of (i − 1)-cells and forms a combinatorial manifold.
Assuming a model with only linear geometries such that the embedding in R 4 is only defined for the 0-cells, it is possible to use the 1-, 2-and 3-cells in the input 3D model largely as is. For the 0-cells it is however necessary to assign new 4D coordinates to every point. In order to do this, the import function should simply append a given input time t 0 as a fourth coordinate for every point, such that if an input 0-cell is embedded at a point with coordinates (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ), its newly assigned 4D coordinates are (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 , t 0 ).
Select cells in the model
In order to further process certain parts of the 4D model, it is necessary to define methods to select certain cells in it. The selection methods used can be similar to those used in 2D/3D GIS, such as selecting using object IDs or particular attribute values (e. g., using algebraic expressions or a set value on the time dimension), object geometry (e. g., using bounding regions of various shapes or simply intervals for every dimension), or object topology (e. g., connectivity to each other or to a given element). In addition, special selections using computed values can be useful, such as selections by a given Lebesgue measure.
However, more complex methods that become more meaningful in higher dimensions are also possible. For instance, selections using object boundaries are useful in order to obtain certain lower-dimensional features, such as a selection involving the cells on the boundary of an already selected object, or a selection of the lower-dimensional cells on the common boundary of two higher-dimensional ones [34] . As another example, a selection based on the objects having a dimension of four can be used to obtain all 3D objects existing along time intervals. Selections based on the computation of topological invariants can be used to find objects with different topological properties, such as using Betti numbers [19] to obtain objects with different numbers of holes of different dimensions (e. g., handles and cavities). Also, a spacetime query verifying whether two 3D objects were ever adjacent is straightforward: if their 4D analogues are adjacent, then at some point in time they were adjacent in 3D as well.
These selection methods can then be used by themselves or combined with each other in order to perform more complex queries. For instance, interior, boundary, and closure operations can be used to refine existing selections, and Boolean set operations can be used to combine multiple selections.
Extrude selected 3D model along a time interval
When a cell of any dimension is inserted into the model using the insertion operation described previously, it is imported into the system as-is, or equivalently, as if it existed only www.josis.org for a single moment in time. However, many representations of geographic phenomena do not only exist for a moment in time, but instead exist for an interval, which might be closed or open (i. e., containing their endpoints or not), or might be finite (i. e., a line segment along the temporal dimension) or infinite (i. e., a ray or line along the temporal dimension).
Geometrically, an i-cell existing along a period of time is equivalent to a prismatic (i+1)-cell-the (i + 1)-dimensional analogue of a prism. Such a prism can be defined intuitively as a cell that is bounded by a set of facets: two identical "top" and "bottom" facets, and a set of other facets that join corresponding ridges of the top and bottom facets.
Higher-dimensional extrusion [13, 42, 67] is a procedure to generate such a prismatic (i+1)-cell. Given a set of i-dimensional objects in the form of an i-dimensional cell complex, and a set of intervals per i-cell in the complex, it is possible to extrude the cells along the (i + 1)-th dimension, thus creating a (i + 1)-dimensional cell complex. Thus, starting from a set of 0D-3D cells, which are extruded along the time dimension, they are converted into 0D-4D cells. During this time interval the cells remain unchanged (e. g., static, or have the same valid representation). An example of such an operation is shown in Figure 7 .
Delete selected cells
After a set of cells has been selected, the simplest basic operation consists of deleting the selected cells. Such an operation usually only requires finding the primitives associated with the given cells, as well as those for the cells in their boundaries without attributes, and deleting those primitives that are not used in cells that will be preserved in the model.
Add or remove a snapshot
Another basic operation consists of creating a new snapshot at which all the cells that extend before and after a given time t 0 are split, thus modifying some existing 1D-4D cells and creating an explicit set of new 0D-3D cells at t 0 . This is conceptually equivalent to a method that slices the model with a hyperplane that is orthogonal to the time axis t. The existing 1D-4D cells extending before and after this time are thus each split into two or more 1D-4D cells. The new 0D-3D cells can then be further processed (e. g., transformed to model motion) or extracted (e. g., to export the state of a region at a given time as a 3D model).
A relatively simple algorithm that splits the model at t 0 could do this in a few steps in increasing dimension:
1. Split all edges intersecting the hyperplane defined by the moment t 0 . This is done by first finding edges with one endpoint with t < t 0 and the other endpoint with t > t 0 . For every such edge, a new vertex is created at t 0 whose coordinates are a linear combination of the two endpoints of the edge. Finally, the edge is split into two edges using the previous endpoint vertices and the new vertex. 2. Split all faces intersecting the hyperplane t 0 -which have split edges on their boundary-by creating new edges that join the new vertices through the interior of the face only. This can be done using a sweep-plane algorithm on a parallel projection to 2D using a pair of axes where the polygon of the faces does not become degenerate. 3. Split all volumes intersecting the hyperplane t 0 -which have split faces on their boundary-by creating new faces defined by rings of the new edges created in the previous step. Every closed ring defines a new face. 4. Split all 4-cells intersecting the hyperplane t 0 -which have split volumes on their boundary-by creating new volumes that are bounded by the previously created faces. Every set of faces that bound a volume define a new volume, which in the case of dimension-independent data structures based on quasi-cellular manifolds [29, 66] can be found by matching them in pairs at their common boundaries [12] .
The first two of these steps are shown using the tesseract (the 4D analogue of a 2D square or 3D cube) [−1, 1] 4 in Figure 8 . The last two are not shown since they do not result in appreciably visually different models.
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Removing an existing snapshot is much simpler and can be considered as a special case of the merging cells operator described below.
Split or merge cells
Based on a selection of cells of any dimension existing in the system, a basic modification operation would entail splitting and merging them. In this manner, it is possible to implement many common functions, such as splitting or merging administrative boundaries in 2D, splitting, and merging rooms in a 3D building model (e. g., due to the construction or demolition of a wall), or splitting and merging 4D spatiotemporal instances of those rooms (e. g., due to the creation or deletion of an explicit event).
Merging cells of any dimension is relatively simple, as this operation can be defined based on a selection (e. g., by selecting a cell and then expanding the selection to those adjacent to it), and a set of i-cells that are connected by adjacency relationships can be merged by removing their common facets. That is, edges can be merged by removing their common bounding vertex, faces can be merged by removing their common bounding edges, volumes by their common bounding faces, and 4-cells by their common bounding volumes.
Splitting cells is somewhat more complex, as this operation invariably needs some kind of geometric input that defines how the cells are split. One option to provide this input is to give a set of cutting hyperplanes, e. g., a 3D space partition and a moment in time, or even a 4D space partition, all of which can be parameterized and passed to a splitting function.
However, for the probably most common way in which such a function would be used, which would split the cells at a given time, it seems significantly easier for a user to export a 3D model of a selection, split edges, faces, and volumes in any 3D modeling software and re-import the resulting 3D model. Depending on the implementation, this procedure might involve first removing the exported cells and then recomputing the topological relationships for the imported cells [12] .
The basic constraint for a split or merge operation is that it should be possible to find a 1-to-n (for splitting) or n-to-1 (for merging) mapping between the input cells and the output cells. A typical example of a workflow using this kind of operation is shown in Figure 9 using a 3D case for clarity, and then a 4D case in Figure 10 .
Apply transformation to selected cells at a given time
As discussed previously in the introduction of this section and in more detail in Arroyo Ohori et al. [15] , applying a transformation to either base of a prismatic polychoron (e. g., those generated by extruding any polyhedron) is a simple way to represent a moving object. The unchanged base of the polychoron represents a 3D object at its initial position and orientation, the transformed base represents the 3D object at its final position and orientation, and the 4D subspace in between represents an interpolation of the motion between these two endpoints.
In fact, various transformation matrices can be easily defined to translate, scale, and rotate objects in any dimension [15] . Figure 11 shows the result of applying these transformations to a base of a prismatic polychoron representing a 3D building. Applying similar transformations to only some faces of a given cell can also be used to create other complex www.josis.org Figure 11 : Starting from (a) a polyhedron which is extruded into (b) a prismatic polychoron, 4D transformations can be applied to (c) one of its 3D bases, which is highlighted in orange. The transformations here depict a 3D object that is subject to: (d) translation, (e) rotation, and (f) scaling in time.
objects, such as simply connected 4D objects that are however not simply connected at some snapshots. However, it is important to note that certain transformations might result in selfintersecting polychora. Among other solutions and depending on the specific case involved, such self-intersections might be resolved in different ways, such as moving vertices, applying incremental extrusion and smaller transformation steps (e. g., for large rotations), or removing degenerate cells from the model [15] .
Export 3D model
A final desirable operation, described implicitly before, is exporting a selection of 0D-3D cells from the 4D model as a 3D model. Such a 3D model can then be used for visualization, or used for editing (as in Section 10) and re-imported into the 4D model. In most instances, the 3D models exported would involve already created snapshots obtained by a selection using the hyperplane defined by a moment in time.
For this, it is necessary to apply a given projection to transform the 4D coordinates of the cells-only the 0-cells in the case of linear geometries-into 3D coordinates. Several types of projections with varying degrees of intuitiveness are possible, such as orthographic projections or the perspective projections used for the figures of this paper, which together are the standard used for visualization in 3D GIS. However, there are other interesting possibilities, such as equiangular projections or to first apply an inwards-outwards projection to a 3-sphere and then a stereographic projection to 3D [15] . Notably, the last approach results in an inwards-outwards time axis in which there are much fewer intersections than in other types of projections, but the resulting models involve rounded volumes, surfaces, and curves or their approximation using a large number of flat volumes, faces, and edges.
Conclusions and future work
Three-dimensional space and time can be jointly modeled and implemented as four identical dimensions in a 4D model using the principles behind higher-dimensional modeling [10] and dimension-independent data structures [14] such as generalized maps [29, 66] . By using a vector modeling approach with up-to-4D objects, it is possible to store even complex situations with no ambiguity, such as objects that move and change in shape at the same time and all the topological relationships between them. While such a representation can also be used in order to model and store lower-dimensional objects (e. g., point clouds and trajectories embedded in 4D), it is not a particularly efficient way to do so. However, using the fourth dimension as a concept is still useful for visualization and certain kinds of spatial analyzes, such as the analysis of 3D trajectories in time.
A higher-dimensional spatiotemporal model is substantially different from most other spatiotemporal modeling approaches. Unlike in other models, where usually only the spatial entities in the model have a natively geometric representation and the temporal and spatiotemporal entities were treated as attributes or as abstract links between other classes, all of the primitives in a higher-dimensional model are spatiotemporal and essentially geometric in nature.
While higher-dimensional models and the operations on them can certainly be complex, we believe that they can nevertheless remain intuitive and are implementable in practice. Within this paper, we have focused on a small set of useful 4D operations that are cognitively simple, can be combined intuitively, and cover the most common use cases. Many of these operations are essentially 4D analogues of typical operations in 3D modeling and 3D computer graphics [94] . Some of them also correspond directly to operations in 2D and 3D GIS, including insertion, selection, deletion, and export functions, although special care is needed to re-embed objects from R 3 to R 4 and vice versa. In addition, nD extrusion algorithms can be used to convert 3D objects into 4D ones, where a 4D object represents its 3D analogue remaining static during a specific timeframe. Based on these simplistic extruded 4D models, we also described here a few manipulation operations that change their geometry: generating new snapshots, splitting, and merging 4-cells, and applying geometric transformations to all/part of an object. Combined, these can be used to model many common geographic phenomena, such as implicit and explicit events, histories of administrative subdivisions, moving objects, and simplification/generalization processes.
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Overall, we believe that the 4D models obtained by these operations are a good basis for a spatiotemporal GIS, and are significantly more powerful than solutions that focus only on space or time. After all, there is value in a relatively compact set of implementable and cognitively simple operations that can easily produce valid output, especially when testing such validity in dimensions higher than three. In a 4D model, space, and time are equivalent and queries that are space-driven are as easy as those driven by time.
While in this paper we have only discussed the modeling of time in the sense of when events occur (i. e., real time), integrated models incorporating other time dimensions are an interesting topic deserving further study. Such models can incorporate more complex timerelated features, such as transaction time (i. e., when events are registered into a computer system) and versioning (i. e., different computer models of the same real-world object). Five and higher-dimensional systems can be thus implemented, which are not too different from a theoretical standpoint compared to the 4D system described here. It is however worth noting that defining intuitive 5D and higher operations is significantly more difficult than the 4D operations described in this paper [10] .
In the future, we plan to further develop, create relevant algorithms and implement at least some of the operations described in the paper, focusing on the creation and deletion of snapshots (Section 4.5) using arbitrary hyperplanes in R 4 . Once the CGAL generalized maps package that we are using as a base is released (see acknowledgments below), we will make sure that the developed operations are compatible with it and they will be released as well under an open source license (http: 3d.bk.tudelft.nl/code/).
